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Chapter 6

a band-aid for the church

even Casual Conversations With other pastors in-
evitably turn to the increasingly crucial topic of discipleship. I 
recall a conversation with a fellow pastor of a well-known mega-
church who shared how he was personally discipling a group of 
men in his church, though he admitted that beyond that group, 
disciple-making was virtually nonexistent. His executive pastor 
was with us, and he added his own understanding of how to go 
about making disciples: “Discipleship should be organic and not 
intentional. It should not be planned or prepared.”

“Unfortunately,  Jesus never left discipleship to chance,” was 
my simple reply. “He was intentional and calculative from the 
beginning.” In fact, as  Jesus discipled the twelve men who would 
change the world, he gradually released them into ministry 
through a definitive four-step process.

First,  Jesus ministered while the disciples watched.
Second,  Jesus allowed the disciples to assist him in ministry.
Third, the disciples ministered with  Jesus’ assistance.
Finally,  Jesus observed as the disciples ministered to others.
This was  Jesus’ model for discipleship then, and it continues 

to be his plan for discipleship today. If  Jesus had a model and a 
plan, shouldn’t we have one?

a Method for Making Disciples
In the previous chapter we saw that over the past five hundred 
years, since the time of the Reformation, there has been a gradual 
recovery of the importance of discipleship as the core mission of 
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a band-aid For the ChurCh

well versed in Wesley’s practice of discipleship, elaborates on the 
stringent prerequisites for joining: “Prospective members were ex-
pected to have previously experienced justification by faith and to 
have assurance of their adoption as children of God.”29

Participation in the Band was available only to born-again be-
lievers because its purpose was to pursue social holiness, some-
thing an unbeliever was incapable of doing.30 Wesley also made 
sure to foster individual commitment, issuing a warning to those 
who viewed the gatherings nonchalantly: “Never omit meeting 
your Class or Band; never absent yourself from any public meet-
ing. These are the very sinews of our Society; and whatever weak-
ens, or tends to weaken, our regard for these, or our exactness in 
attending them, strikes at the very root of our community.”31

applying Wesley’s Model today
At Brainerd Baptist Church, we have taken Wesley’s model and created a Discipleship 
Pathway for believers to embark on: Congregation (Societies), Community (Classes), 
and Core (Bands) —  see Figure 1.32 Members are asked to consider where they are in 
the pipeline of spiritual growth in order to take the next step of their journey.

The Congregation (50+  people) is a weekly worship gathering, typically on Sun-
day morning. The purpose is to engage in a time of celebration through prayer, sing-
ing, study of the Scriptures, and love for one another. The Community group (15 – 20 
 people), often a Bible study or small group, meets for behavioral change. The Core 
group, or D-Group, consists of gender specific groups of 3 to 5 for the purpose of 
commitment and accountability. (I unpack this concept in chapter 9.)

FiGURe 1—the 3-strand church Model: the Master’s plan for Discipleship
Jesus’ Model Multitudes The 12 The 3 (Peter, James, John)

Wesley’s Model Societies Classes Bands

3-strand Model Congregation Community Core

Group size 50+ 8–20 3–5

Focus Celebration Community/Fellowship Commitment

population Mixed gender Mostly mixed gender Gender specific

Message content General Less general Discipleship Specific
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Chapter 10

Roadblocks to Making Disciples

several years ago our disCipleship ministry set up a 
booth at a denominational convention. Tim, our disciple-making 
pastor, conducted an informal survey by asking fifty pastors if they 
had a comprehensive strategy for making disciples. Sadly, none 
of those he asked had one. A prominent pastor in the Southern 
Baptist Convention said to him, “We’ve collected all the data, but 
we still don’t have a comprehensive strategy.” Hearing this, Tim 
and I felt burdened to do something.

We knew that “comprehensive” did not have to mean “com-
plicated.” In fact, one of our goals was to keep things as simple 
as we could. Most churches are complex organisms, and one of 
the greatest challenges leaders face today is cutting through the 
programs and traditions to regain a simple focus on the essential 
mission of the church.

Albert Einstein once wrote, “Out of complexity, find simplici-
ty.” This quote was the inspiration for the book Simple Church. In 
it Thom Rainer and Eric Geiger present four elements that help 
churches to simplify to the essentials: clarity, movement, alignment, 
and focus. After extensive research, the authors developed these 
elements into a simple process that churches can follow. As I con-
sidered the need for a discipleship strategy, I realized that many of 
the same principles in this book could be applied to discipleship.

clarity
Rainer and Geiger define clarity as “the ability of the process to 
be communicated and understood by the  people.… If the process 
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Focus
I have mixed emotions about all the hype surrounding discipleship 
right now. On the one hand, I’m grateful that  people are talking. 
The dialogue thrills me. For the first time,  people aren’t looking 
at me with a confused look on their faces when I speak about our 
mandate to make disciples. On the other hand, the dialogue also 
scares me. My concern is that discipleship will become a fad like 
the fanny packs of the 1990s. (Aren’t you glad those are gone?) To 
avoid this, we need to take steps to ensure that discipleship does not 
become another 40-day study or the program du jour. Understand-
ing how information is integrated will hopefully temper our focus.

We all obtain skills 
through a process often re-
ferred to as the “Conscious 
Competence Ladder,” or, as 
it is sometimes labeled, the 
“Learning Matrix.” In addi-
tion to examining your ped-
agogical process, the matrix 
can assist you in coaching 
and discipling others in the 
learning process.

Four stages comprise the rungs on the “Conscious Compe-
tence” sequence:

	 •	 Unconscious	Incompetence,
	 •	 Conscious	Incompetence,
	 •	 Conscious	Competence,	and
	 •	 Unconscious	Competence.

Level 1 —  Unconscious Incompetence  
(You don’t know that you don’t know)
This is the stage often described by the aphorism “Ignorance is 
bliss.” There are practices, principles, and skills that would em-
power you, but you have no clue they exist. You are unaware of 
the skills you need to succeed, and, sadly, you don’t realize you 

incompetence competence

Unconscious  
Incompetence

F l U e N c y  
Unconscious  
Competence

Conscious  
Incompetence

Conscious  
Competence  

l i t e R a c y

Unconscious     conscious
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